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Important Notices and Disclaimers Concerning IEEE Standards Documents

IEEE documents are made available for use subject to important notices and legal disclaimers. These notices 
and disclaimers, or a reference to this page, appear in all standards and may be found under the heading “Im-
portant Notice” or “Important Notices and Disclaimers Concerning IEEE Standards Documents.”

Notice and Disclaimer of Liability Concerning the Use of IEEE Standards Documents

IEEE Standards documents (standards, recommended practices, and guides), both full-use and trial-use, are 
developed within IEEE Societies and the Standards Coordinating Committees of the IEEE Standards Asso-
ciation (“IEEE-SA”) Standards Board. IEEE (“the Institute”) develops its standards through a consensus de-
velopment process, approved by the American National Standards Institute (“ANSI”), which brings together 
volunteers representing varied viewpoints and interests to achieve the fi nal product. Volunteers are not neces-
sarily members of the Institute and participate without compensation from IEEE. While IEEE administers the 
process and establishes rules to promote fairness in the consensus development process, IEEE does not inde-
pendently evaluate, test, or verify the accuracy of any of the information or the soundness of any judgments 
contained in its standards.

IEEE does not warrant or represent the accuracy or content of the material contained in its standards, and 
expressly disclaims all warranties (express, implied and statutory) not included in this or any other document 
relating to the standard, including, but not limited to, the warranties of: merchantability; fi tness for a particular 
purpose; non-infringement; and quality, accuracy, effectiveness, currency, or completeness of material. In 
addition, IEEE disclaims any and all conditions relating to: results; and workmanlike effort. IEEE standards 
documents are supplied “AS IS” and “WITH ALL FAULTS.”

Use of an IEEE standard is wholly voluntary. The existence of an IEEE standard does not imply that there 
are no other ways to produce, test, measure, purchase, market, or provide other goods and services related to 
the scope of the IEEE standard. Furthermore, the viewpoint expressed at the time a standard is approved and 
issued is subject to change brought about through developments in the state of the art and comments received 
from users of the standard.

In publishing and making its standards available, IEEE is not suggesting or rendering professional or other 
services for, or on behalf of, any person or entity nor is IEEE undertaking to perform any duty owed by any 
other person or entity to another. Any person utilizing any IEEE Standards document, should rely upon his or 
her own independent judgment in the exercise of reasonable care in any given circumstances or, as appropri-
ate, seek the advice of a competent professional in determining the appropriateness of a given IEEE standard.

IN NO EVENT SHALL IEEE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, 
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO: PROCURE-
MENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS 
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CON-
TRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN 
ANY WAY OUT OF THE PUBLICATION, USE OF, OR RELIANCE UPON ANY STANDARD, EVEN 
IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE AND REGARDLESS OF WHETHER SUCH 
DAMAGE WAS FORESEEABLE.

Translations

The IEEE consensus development process involves the review of documents in English only. In the event that 
an IEEE standard is translated, only the English version published by IEEE should be considered the approved 
IEEE standard.
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Offi cial statements

A statement, written or oral, that is not processed in accordance with the IEEE-SA Standards Board Operations 
Manual shall not be considered or inferred to be the offi cial position of IEEE or any of its committees and shall 
not be considered to be, or be relied upon as, a formal position of IEEE. At lectures, symposia, seminars, or 
educational courses, an individual presenting information on IEEE standards shall make it clear that his or her 
views should be considered the personal views of that individual rather than the formal position of IEEE.

Comments on standards

Comments for revision of IEEE Standards documents are welcome from any interested party, regardless of 
membership affi liation with IEEE. However, IEEE does not provide consulting information or advice pertain-
ing to IEEE Standards documents. Suggestions for changes in documents should be in the form of a proposed 
change of text, together with appropriate supporting comments. Since IEEE standards represent a consensus 
of concerned interests, it is important that any responses to comments and questions also receive the concur-
rence of a balance of interests. For this reason, IEEE and the members of its societies and Standards Coordi-
nating Committees are not able to provide an instant response to comments or questions except in those cases 
where the matter has previously been addressed. For the same reason, IEEE does not respond to interpretation 
requests. Any person who would like to participate in revisions to an IEEE standard is welcome to join the 
relevant IEEE working group.

Comments on standards should be submitted to the following address:

Secretary, IEEE-SA Standards Board
445 Hoes Lane
Piscataway, NJ 08854  USA

Laws and regulations

Users of IEEE Standards documents should consult all applicable laws and regulations. Compliance with the 
provisions of any IEEE Standards document does not imply compliance to any applicable regulatory require-
ments. Implementers of the standard are responsible for observing or referring to the applicable regulatory 
requirements. IEEE does not, by the publication of its standards, intend to urge action that is not in compliance 
with applicable laws, and these documents may not be construed as doing so.

Copyrights

IEEE draft and approved standards are copyrighted by IEEE under US and international copyright laws. They 
are made available by IEEE and are adopted for a wide variety of both public and private uses. These include 
both use, by reference, in laws and regulations, and use in private self-regulation, standardization, and the pro-
motion of engineering practices and methods. By making these documents available for use and adoption by 
public authorities and private users, IEEE does not waive any rights in copyright to the documents.

Photocopies

Subject to payment of the appropriate fee, IEEE will grant users a limited, non-exclusive license to photocopy 
portions of any individual standard for company or organizational internal use or individual, non-commercial 
use only. To arrange for payment of licensing fees, please contact Copyright Clearance Center, Customer Ser-
vice, 222 Rosewood Drive, Danvers, MA 01923 USA; +1 978 750 8400. Permission to photocopy portions of 
any individual standard for educational classroom use can also be obtained through the Copyright Clearance 
Center.
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Updating of IEEE Standards documents

Users of IEEE Standards documents should be aware that these documents may be superseded at any time by 
the issuance of new editions or may be amended from time to time through the issuance of amendments, corri-
genda, or errata. An offi cial IEEE document at any point in time consists of the current edition of the document 
together with any amendments, corrigenda, or errata then in effect.

Every IEEE standard is subjected to review at least every 10 years. When a document is more than 10 years old 
and has not undergone a revision process, it is reasonable to conclude that its contents, although still of some 
value, do not wholly refl ect the present state of the art. Users are cautioned to check to determine that they have 
the latest edition of any IEEE standard.

In order to determine whether a given document is the current edition and whether it has been amended through 
the issuance of amendments, corrigenda, or errata, visit the IEEE-SA Website at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
Xplore/home.jsp or contact IEEE at the address listed previously. For more information about the IEEE-SA or 
IEEE’s standards development process, visit the IEEE-SA Website at http://standards.ieee.org.

Errata

Errata, if any, for all IEEE standards can be accessed on the IEEE-SA Website at the following URL: http://
standards.ieee.org/fi ndstds/errata/index.html. Users are encouraged to check this URL for errata periodically.

Patents

Attention is called to the possibility that implementation of this standard may require use of subject matter 
covered by patent rights. By publication of this standard, no position is taken by the IEEE with respect to the 
existence or validity of any patent rights in connection therewith. If a patent holder or patent applicant has 
fi led a statement of assurance via an Accepted Letter of Assurance, then the statement is listed on the IEEE-
SA Website at http://standards.ieee.org/about/sasb/patcom/patents.html. Letters of Assurance may indicate 
whether the Submitter is willing or unwilling to grant licenses under patent rights without compensation or 
under reasonable rates, with reasonable terms and conditions that are demonstrably free of any unfair discrim-
ination to applicants desiring to obtain such licenses.

Essential Patent Claims may exist for which a Letter of Assurance has not been received. The IEEE is not re-
sponsible for identifying Essential Patent Claims for which a license may be required, for conducting inquiries 
into the legal validity or scope of Patents Claims, or determining whether any licensing terms or conditions 
provided in connection with submission of a Letter of Assurance, if any, or in any licensing agreements are 
reasonable or non-discriminatory. Users of this standard are expressly advised that determination of the valid-
ity of any patent rights, and the risk of infringement of such rights, is entirely their own responsibility. Further 
information may be obtained from the IEEE Standards Association.

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/home.jsp
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/home.jsp
http://standards.ieee.org
http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/errata/index.html
http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/errata/index.html
http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/errata/index.html
http://standards.ieee.org/about/sasb/patcom/patents.html
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Introduction

This introduction is not part of IEEE Std 1785.2–2016, IEEE Standard for Rectangular Metallic Waveguides and Their 
Interfaces for Frequencies of 110 GHz and Above—Part 2: Waveguide Interfaces.

IEEE Std 1785.2 is the second standard in a series of three IEEE standards that provide the agreed reference 
for all organizations using rectangular metallic waveguides at frequencies of 110 GHz and above. This series 
of standards will enable effi cient trade between customers and suppliers, and common design criteria and 
practices for component, systems and design engineers. The three IEEE 1785 standards (Parts 1, 2, and 3) are 
described briefl y as follows:

 — IEEE Std 1785.1™-2012 describes the frequency bands and aperture dimensions of the waveguides.

 — IEEE Std 1785.2™ describes the waveguide interfaces.

 — IEEE Std 1785.3™ gives recommendations for performance and uncertainty specifi cations for the 
combined waveguide apertures and interfaces.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: IEEE Standards documents are not intended to ensure safety, security, health, 
or environmental protection, or ensure against interference with or from other devices or networks. 
Implementers of IEEE Standards documents are responsible for determining and complying with all 
appropriate safety, security, environmental, health, and interference protection practices and all applicable 
laws and regulations.

This IEEE document is made available for use subject to important notices and legal disclaimers. These 
notices and disclaimers appear in all publications containing this document and may be found under the 
heading “Important Notice” or “Important Notices and Disclaimers Concerning IEEE Documents.” They 
can also be obtained on request from IEEE or viewed at http://standards.ieee.org/IPR/disclaimers.html.

 1. Overview

 1.1 Scope

This standard gives specifi cations for rectangular waveguide interfaces. This standard considers the tolerances 
of the waveguide interface dimensions and the effect these have on the electrical properties (in terms of return 
loss) of the waveguide.

 1.2 Purpose

The purpose of this standard is to provide a reference for all organizations using interfaces for rectangular 
waveguides at frequencies of 110 GHz and above. In addition to improving the compatibility of various wave-
guide components, this standard facilitates effi cient trade between customers and suppliers, and provides 
common design criteria and practices for component, systems, and design engineers.

IEEE Standard for Rectangular Metallic 
Waveguides and Their Interfaces for 
Frequencies of 110 GHz and Above—

Part 2: Waveguide Interfaces

http://standards.ieee.org/IPR/disclaimers.html
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2. Normative references
The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document (i.e., they must 
be understood and used, so each referenced document is cited in text and its relationship to this document is 
explained). For dated references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the 
referenced document (including any amendments or corrigenda) applies.

IEEE Std 1785.1™-2012, IEEE Standard for Rectangular Metallic Waveguides and Their Interfaces for Fre-
quencies of 110 GHz and Above—Part 1: Frequency Bands and Waveguide Dimensions.1,2

MIL-DTL-3922/67E w/ Amendment 1, “Flanges, Waveguides (contact) (round, 4 hole) (millimeter),” 27 May 
2014.3

3. General requirements and definitions

3.1 Standardized types

This standard defines three waveguide interfaces (also known as flanges) suitable for use with waveguides 
used at 110 GHz and above, as defined in IEEE Std 1785.1–2012.4 These interfaces are described in Table 1.

Table 1—Waveguide interfaces 
Type designation Type short name Type description

IEEE 1785-2a Precision Dowel Two insertable dowels (of different diameters) are 
used as the primary alignment mechanism   

IEEE 1785-2b Ring-Centered A centering ring is used as the primary alignment mechanism

IEEE 1785-2c Plug and Jack A Plug (boss or male) and Jack (socket or female) arrange-
ment is used as the primary alignment mechanism

3.2 Compatibility with other interfaces

The interfaces described in this standard are mechanically compatible with the interface commonly known as 
UG-387, which is defined in MIL DTL-3922/67E w/ Amendment 1, and most of its common variants (e.g., 
as described in Hesler, et al. [B3]5 Kerr, et al. [B5] and Oleson and Denning [B8]). However, the achieved 
electrical performance (in terms of repeatability and reflection coefficient), when mating the interfaces spec-
ified in this standard with the UG-387 interface and most of its common variants, will not be as good as when 
mating the interfaces in this standard with themselves(i.e., when mating an IEEE 1785-2a interface with an-
other IEEE 1785-2a interface; or, an IEEE 1785-2b interface with another IEEE 1785-2b interface; or, an 
IEEE 1785-2c Plug interface with an IEEE 1785-2c Jack interface).

4. Engineering drawings 
Detailed engineering drawings for the interfaces are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.6

Figure 1 gives information concerning the IEEE 1785-2a and IEEE 1785-2b interfaces, and, the IEEE 1785-2c 
Plug interface. The table in Figure 1 identifies the distinguishing features of these three interfaces—specifical-
ly, the specifications for the dimensions DIM E and DIM F.

1The IEEE standards or products referred to in this clause are trademarks of The Institute of Electrical and electronics Engineers, Inc.
2This publication is available from The Institute of electrical and Electronics Engineers (http://standards.ieee.org/).
3MIL publications are available from the U.S. Department of Defense (http://www.defense.gov/).
4Information on references can be found in Clause 2.
5The numbers in brackets correspond to those of the bibliography in Annex B.
6Notes in text, tables, and figures of a standard are given for information only and do not contain requirements needed to implement this 
standard.

http://standards.ieee.org/
http://www.defense.gov/
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In addition, Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5 show the separate alignment accessories used with the interfaces.

Figure 3 shows the Planar Alignment Dowel required for the IEEE 1785-2a interface. For the purposes of 
identifi cation, both fl at ends of this pin are indelibly marked with a square shape ‘⬛’. The square may be either 
fi lled or unfi lled.

Figure 4 shows the Angular Alignment Dowel required for the IEEE 1785-2a interface. For the purposes of 
identifi cation both fl at ends of this pin are indelibly marked with an equilateral triangle shape ‘▲’. The trian-
gle may be either fi lled or unfi lled.

Figure 5 shows the Centering Ring required for the IEEE 1785-2b interface.

 Figure 2—IEEE 1785-2c Jack interface
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Figure 3—Planar Alignment Dowel required for the IEEE 1785-2a Precision Dowel interface 

 

Figure 4— Angular Alignment Dowel required for the IEEE 1785-2a Precision Dowel 
interface. This dowel can also be used to provide angular alignment for the IEEE 1785-2b 

Ring-Centered interface 

 
NOTE—TO PREVENT JAMMING OF THE RING ON THE INTERFACE BOSS THE EDGES OF THE INNTER DIAMETER OF THE RING SHOULD BE FREE OF 
BURRS AND RIDGES 

Figure 5—Centering ring for the IEEE 1785-2b Ring-Centered interface 

Another accessory that is used in conjunction with any of the three interfaces, IEEE 1785-2a,  
IEEE 1785-2b, and IEEE 1785-2c, is a socket-head cap screw (#4–40 UNC). This screw is specified in 
MIL-DTL-3922/67E w/ Amendment 1. Four screws of this type are inserted into the four holes labeled “A” 
in Figure 1 and, for the IEEE 1785-2c interface, Figure 2. These screws are used to tighten the connection 
between two interfaces. 
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 5. Detailed interface descriptions

 5.1 IEEE 1785-2a Precision Dowel

The Precision Dowel interface (described by Figure 1, Figure 3, and Figure 4) uses the two Precision Dowel 
holes located above and below the waveguide aperture to align two mated waveguides. These are the holes 
labeled “D” in Figure 1. Both dowel holes have the same nominal diameter. Dowel pins are inserted into each 
of the two holes before the interface is connected to another IEEE 1785-2a interface. The two dowel pins have 
different diameters. The dowel pin with the larger diameter is called a Planar Alignment Dowel, as shown 
in Figure 3. The dowel pin with the smaller diameter is called an “Angular Alignment Dowel”, as shown in 
Figure 4.

In order to achieve the appropriate level of performance for this interface (in terms of repeatability and refl ec-
tion coeffi cient), is it necessary to use two dowel pins, but only one of these dowel pins shall be a Planar An-
gular Dowel and only one dowel pin shall be an Angular Alignment Dowel. If two Planar Alignment Dowels 
are used during connection, this may cause the interface to bind when it is connected to another IEEE 1785-2a 
interface. If two Angular Alignment Dowels are used during connection, this will result in a connection with 
inferior performance (in terms of repeatability and refl ection coeffi cient) to that described in this standard. If 
only one dowel pin is used during a connection (i.e., either a Planar Alignment Dowel or an Angular Align-
ment Dowel), this will result in a connection with inferior performance (in terms of repeatability and refl ection 
coeffi cient) to that described in this standard.

The diameter of the Precision Dowel holes “D” has been chosen to provide the greatest degree of compatibility 
with the known variants (e.g., those described in Hesler, et al. [B3], Kerr, et al. [B5] and Oleson and Den-
ning [B8]) of the UG-387 interface. Because the diameter of the holes is smaller than in any of these known 
variants, compatibility is guaranteed when using the Alignment Dowels defi ned in this standard. However, 
interface alignment when an IEEE 1785-2a is mated with one of the variants is inferior to that of two mated 
IEEE 1785-2a interfaces. Other Alignment Dowels (e.g., those supplied with other interface variants) shall not 
be used to connect the IEEE 1785-2a interface to these legacy interface variants as binding and damage may 
result.

As the names suggest, the primary purpose of the larger diameter Planar Alignment Dowel is to provide planar 
alignment of the waveguide interfaces, and the primary purpose of the smaller diameter Angular Alignment 
Dowel is to provide angular alignment of the waveguide interfaces. Note that since the diameters of the two 
dowel pins are different, they will have a different fi t in the dowel holes located on the front face of the inter-
face—the larger diameter of the Planar Alignment Dowel will have a snug fi t whereas the smaller diameter of 
the Angular Alignment Dowel will have a loose fi t.

Since both dowel holes have the same diameter, it does not matter which of the two dowel pin types is inserted 
into which of the two dowel holes.

 5.2 IEEE 1785-2b Ring-Centered

The Ring-Centered interface, as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 5 and discussed in Li, et al. [B7], uses a 
stainless steel ring to align the bosses on two mated waveguides. The interface is fully compatible with the 
IEEE 1785-2a interface and also with the UG-387 interface and most of its common variants. Angular align-
ment is provided either by a single relatively loose dowel, as shown in Figure 4, in one of the inner holes 
labeled “D” in Figure 1, or by the legacy UG-387 pins and pin holes, labeled “C” and “B,” respectively, as 
shown in Figure 1. The dimensions and tolerances are such that there is no interference between the ring and 
the legacy pins or inner dowel. When a Ring-Centered interface is mated with one of the other compatible in-
terfaces, the alignment precision is reduced to that of the other mating interface.

When a waveguide shim is used with the Ring-Centered interface (for example, for a Vector Network Analyz-
er Thru-Refl ect-Line (TRL) calibration, Engen and Hoer [B2]), a two piece shim is used, Yu, et al. [B9]. The 
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inner part of the shim is circular with outside diameter equal to that of the boss, so the ring provides proper 
alignment. The outer part of the shim is annular, with the same thickness as the inner part, and maintains the 
anti-cocking property of the interface. Angular orientation of the shim is provided by the Angular Alignment 
Dowel and one of the inner holes labeled “D” in Figure 1.

It is important that the Ring-Centered interface is not used with both a Planar Alignment Dowel, as shown in 
Figure 3, and a centering ring, as shown in Figure 5, in place at the same time as this could result in binding and 
damage to the interface.

 5.3 IEEE 1785-2c Plug and Jack

A waveguide connection with the Plug and Jack interface, Lau and Vondran [B6], is made by joining together 
a Plug (Boss or Male) interface, described in Figure 1, and a Jack (Socket or Female) interface, described in 
Figure 2.

This type of connection (i.e., a Jack interface connected to a Plug interface) achieves the dimensional and elec-
trical performance shown in this standard. In addition, a Plug interface can also be connected to another Plug 
interface, as long as inner dowels (or outer pins) are used during the connection. However, a Jack interface 
shall not be connected to another Jack interface, unless an adaptor is inserted between the two Jack interfaces, 
as this will result in a gap at the reference plane of the interfaces.

Accurate alignment of two waveguides connected using the Plug and Jack interface is achieved by the precise 
fi t between the Plug and Jack. Additional alignment features ensure compatibility of the Plug interface with 
the other interfaces given in this standard, and, with the UG-387 interface and most of its common variants. 
When the Jack interface is connected to a UG-387 type interface, a spacer shall be used to avoid a gap. The 
Plug and Jack interface does not rely on dowel pins for planar alignment. The alignment precision of the wave-
guide apertures depends on the clearance between the Plug and Jack and on the centering of the Plug and Jack 
on the waveguide apertures.

A specialized version of the Jack interface (not shown in this standard), employing self-keying slots, allows 
appropriately designed waveguide shims to be used—for example, for a Vector Network Analyzer TRL cali-
bration, Engen and Hoer [B2]. More detail about using such shims is given in Lau and Vondran [B6].

External markings can be used to aid alignment of the Plug and Jack interface. Angular alignment can be 
achieved by visually aligning external markings on the interfaces’ outer circular surface (one 127 μm thick 
× 51 μm deep marking, centered on the top and bottom of the Jack interface outer circular surface, and, two 
127 μm thick × 51 μm deep markings, separated by 127 μm, centered on the top and bottom of the Plug inter-
face outer circular surface). These external markings are not shown in the drawings in Figure 1 and Figure 2. 
The markings also assure the correct orientation of the two interfaces. The maximum ±63 μm misalignment 
between marks will result in a ±0.4 degree angular misalignment.

It is important that the Plug and Jack interface is not used with a Planar Alignment Dowel, as shown in 
Figure 3, as this could result in binding and damage to the interface.

 6. Electrical performance

The engineering drawings in Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5 show the tolerances on 
all the critical dimensions of the three waveguide interfaces and associated accessories. These tolerances 
give rise to misalignment of the apertures of two waveguides connected using a pair of interfaces. Table 2 
shows the maximum H-plane, E-plane and angular misalignments for a mated pair of interfaces of the same 
type [ i.e., IEEE 1785-2a with IEEE 1785-2a; IEEE 1785-2b with IEEE 1785-2b; IEEE 1785-2c (Plug) with 
IEEE 1785-2c (Jack)]. These misalignments cause a refl ection to be generated at the junction between the two 
waveguide interfaces. Table 3 shows the maximum (i.e., worst-case) refl ection coeffi cient, for a mated pair 
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of interfaces of the same type, caused by the maximum permissible misalignment of the apertures. Refl ec-
tion coeffi cient values are listed for all waveguide sizes in IEEE Std 1785.1–2012 used for frequencies up to 
3300 GHz. The method used to relate misalignment of the waveguide apertures to refl ection coeffi cient has 
been described in Kerr [B4]. Annex A gives an extract from Kerr [B4] that contains this information.

 Table 2—Maximum aperture misalignments due to interface dimensional tolerances

Interface
Maximum H-plane 

misalignment
(mm)

Maximum E-plane 
misalignment

(mm)

Maximum angular 
misalignment

(degrees)
IEEE 1785-2a 0.025 0.020 0.4
IEEE 1785-2b 0.016 0.016 0.6
IEEE 1785-2c 0.015 0.015 0.6

 Table 3—Worst-case refl ection coeffi cient due to interface dimensional tolerances

Waveguide
Name

Suggested 
minimum 
frequency

(GHz)

Suggested 
maximum 
frequency

(GHz)

Worst-case refl ection coeffi cient (dB)
IEEE 1785-2a IEEE 1785-2b IEEE 1785-2c

WM-2540 75 110 –60 < −60 < −60
WM-2032 90 140 –55 < −60 < −60
WM-1651 110 170 –51 –57 –60
WM-1295 140 220 –46 –52 –54
WM-1092 170 260 –43 –48 –50
WM-864 220 330 –39 –44 –46
WM-710 260 400 –36 –40 –42
WM-570 330 500 –32 –36 –38
WM-470 400 600 –29 –33 –34
WM-380 500 750 –26 –29 –31
WM-310 600 900 –22 –26 –27
WM-250 750 1100 –19 –22 –24
WM-200 900 1400 –15 –19 –20
WM-164 1100 1700 –12 –16 –17
WM-130 1400 2200 –9 –12 –14
WM-106 1700 2600 –6 –9 –11
WM-86 2200 3300 –3 –6 –7

Note that the maximum misalignments and worst-case refl ection coeffi cients shown in Table 2 and 
Table 3 assume that the two mated waveguide apertures have the same internal dimensions; the effect of mis-
matched aperture dimensions on the two sides of an interface, due to the tolerances of the waveguide aperture 
dimensions (as given in IEEE Std 1785.1–2012), are not included in these tables.

In general, for each type of waveguide interface, the refl ection coeffi cient due to the worst-case misalignment 
will increase as the dimensions of the waveguide aperture decrease (i.e., as the operational frequency band of 
the waveguide increases). Therefore, for waveguide operating at frequencies above those listed in Table 3, the 
worst-case refl ection coeffi cients will be greater than those listed in Table 3.
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Annex A

(informative)

  Mismatch caused by interface misalignment

A.1 Introduction

This annex is an extract from Kerr [B4].7 The results given below were obtained using an electromagnetic 
simulator. Approximate analytical formulas for the refl ection coeffi cient of junctions of waveguides with 
H-plane, E-plane and angular misalignments are given in Bannister, et al. [B1].

A.2 Effect of linear misalignment

Figure A.1 and Figure A.2 show the refl ection coeffi cient, S11, of a mated pair of waveguides with 2:1 nominal 
aspect ratio (of width, a, and height, b), misaligned by δx in the a-direction and by δy in the b-direction, respec-
tively. F/Fc is the ratio of the operating frequency, F, to the cut-off frequency, Fc, for a given waveguide size, 
as defi ned in IEEE Std 1785.1–2012.

To fi rst order, a misalignment in the a- or b-direction is equivalent to a frequency dependent shunt susceptance 
at the plane of the waveguide junction. For a misalignment in the a-direction the susceptance is negative (in-
ductive), and for a misalignment in the b-direction the susceptance is positive (capacitive). This is evident in 
Figure A.3 which shows S11 as a function of frequency for misalignments of 0.2a in the a- and b-directions.

For a misalignment with components in both a- and b-directions, the opposite susceptances tend to cancel one 
another, this is shown in Figure A.3 for a diagonal misalignment with δx = δy = 0.2a.

A.3 Effect of angular misalignment

Figure A.4 shows the refl ection coeffi cient of a pair of waveguides for several angular misalignments. For 
a pair of UG-387 interfaces with the standard pin and pin-hole sizes and location tolerances, that maximum 
angular misalignment is 1.4°. The angular alignment of the more precise variants of the UG-387 interface, and 
other more precise fl ange designs, is generally less than 1.4.

7Reprinted with permission from the National Radio Astronomy Observatory, Electronics Division Technical Note No 215, © 2009. 

 Figure A.1—Effect of interface misalignment of δx/a, parallel to the a-direction, for 
rectangular waveguides with 2:1 aspect ratio
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 Figure A.2—Effect of interface misalignment of δy/a, parallel to the b-direction, for 
rectangular waveguides with 2:1 aspect ratio

 Figure A.3—Smith Chart plot of S11 for misalignments δx = 0.2a (green), δy = 0.2a (red), and 
δx = δy = 0.2a (orange). Markers + indicate the low-frequency end of each curve
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 Figure A.4—Effect of an angular misalignment of rectangular waveguides with 2:1 nominal 
aspect ratio
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